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Abstract-- The objective of this study is to investigate the effect of stress variable as a mediating role between self efficacy on burnout. Likert scale questionnaires were distributed to a sample of 60 kindergarten teachers who have not been certified in Gunungpati area, using purposive sampling data collection technique. Partial test and the bootstrapping analysis by SPSS 20 were applied. The results show that there is a significant effect between self efficacy on stress. There is also a significant effect between self efficacy and stress on burnout. Stress is shown to have influence as a mediate role on the relationship between self efficacy and burnout, this is indicated by t value of bootstrapping test (-3.352) > t value (-2.000). The research concludes that self efficacy has negative correlation and plays an important role in the onset of stress and burnout.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Every organization has its own goal. To achieve it, this organization should be supported by some factors. Human factor is the most dominant in achieving the goal as expected by this organization from both welfare and readiness aspect. Human resources factors in education term are headmaster, teachers, students, and administrators. In this case, teachers play important roles for student achievement. It has been confirmed by the prior research finding that the qualities of the teacher-student relationship predict children's successful school adjustment [1]. It has been proved in the research by like other education level in general, in kindergarten school instructional achievement is dominantly determined and influenced by the teachers.

A teacher is the pioneer in education both formal and non formal one. Being a kindergarten teacher is not easy thing to do. It needs specific and profesional skills where not every one can handle it [2]. Furthermore the government through National Education Ministry tries to optimize teacher’s role by demanding some requirement that should be fulfilled by kindergarten teachers [3].

Rahman [4] explained that teacher as profession requires high communication skill to other people especially to students. This impacts to his or her behaviour in facing learning situation. Since how hard the requirement to be a teacher, it sometimes creates many troubles relating to teaching learning situation, one of them is burnout. Many kindergarten teachers feel that their job as teachers are so heavy. They often feel desperated in managing their students, hopeless, and easy to give up in facing schooling problems. They confess that the content of curriculum is so heavy and they are demanded to make daily educational report. In delivering material to their students, they are demanded to be creative and innovative. The job stress faced by the kindergarten teachers are the early indicators that they suffer from burnout. [5] Yet, It is not all teacher suffering job stress would experience burnout. The self-efficacy beliefs for each of the three domains are significantly and negatively related to the depersonalisation and emotional exhaustion dimensions of burnout, and significantly positively related to the personal accomplishment dimension [6..].

Burnout is one’s respond to cronical emotional tension dealing with other person, especially whenever he or she has a problem . The high level of burnout suffered by a teacher influences to either work performance or health. If a teacher can’t carry out his or her duty professionally and effectively, instructional goal can’t be achieved. It indicates that it is important for a teacher to minimize burnout symptom. So he or she can perform well and instructional goal can be achieved [7].

One factor how to minimize burnout is that stress should be well managed. Stress is the impact of one’s justification, where he or she justifies whether the teacher has sufficient empowerment to cover the environment demands [8]. Long term stress leads to depression and if it is not properly handled, burnout syndrom will emerge, emotional condition where someone feels physically bored which tends his or her performance will decrease as the consequence of the increasing of work demand. But if the stress is soon overcome, it will not last long [4]. An important factor that can overcome stress felt by some teachers is self efficacy.

Bandura declared that self efficacy was individual’s belief relating to one’s competence in carrying out some duties so that the aim targetted can be achieved. Self-efficacy has been studied in terms of its ability to predict academic success, academic self-efficacy accounted for 11% to 14% of...
variance in academic performance and persistence. It means, those mostly likely to withdraw from a nursing program had low academic self-efficacy [9..]. Self efficacy generated motivation, cognitive skill and reduced emotional action and tension which were needed in coping situational demand. So individual with low self efficacy tended to be less adaptive in facing certain problem or duty. Only teacher with low self efficacy tends to burnout [1].

Bandura added that the reaction to one’s stress occurred because of one’s low self efficacy to control any threat coming from inconvenient environment. So if he or she faced unexpected situation, he or she could not react well. Furthermore, self-efficacy and dispositional optimism partially weakened the relationship between stress and suicidal ideation [10].

Teachers having high self efficacy were able to manage accademical stress by coping every problem they had. But those having low self efficacy tried to avoid every accademical problem appeared. The importance of self efficacy in handling teachers’s stress played an important role in minimizing burnout symptom which might happened to kindergarten teachers. It showed that stress was a variable which mediated between self efficacy and burnout. Based on the explanation above, hypothesis could be set up as followed:

H1: self efficacy influenced to stress among kindergarten teachers.
H2: stress influenced to burnout among kindergarten teachers
H3: Self efficacy influenced to kindergarten teachers
H4: Stress mediated the influence of self efficacy to burnout of kindergarten teachers.

Based on the hypothesis above research modal developed could be seen in picture 1.

![Picture 1. Research design](image)

### RESEARCH OBJECTIVE

*To identify the effect of self-efficacy on burnout mediated by stress*

### II. RESEARCH METHOD

Population of the research was 90 kindergarten teachers. The research used purposive sampling technique. Variables used in this research were self efficacy as independent variable, burnout as dependent variable, and stress as mediation variable. Burnout variable was measured using scale based on Maslach. Stress variable was measured using scale based on Taylor. Self efficacy was measured using scale based on Bandura. Data analysis used t test and bootstrapping and being supported by SPSS, to see whether there was mediation role of stress. Try out of data instrument was done before data analysis was done. T test also needed normality assumption and heteroskedasticity data, so normality test was done using Kolmogorov-Smirnov, and heteroskedasticity with Glejser.

### III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

#### Result of Tryout Validity

The result of tryout validity using SPSS 20 program showed that 15 items were not valid, so these items were not used.

#### Result of Tryout Reliability

Tryout reliability was done using Cronbach alpha (a). A construction or variable was considered reliable if it gave Cronbach alpha value > 0.70. Result of tryout reliability of each variable was > 0.70 so all research instruments were stated reliable.

#### Result of Tryout normality

Tryout normality aimed to test whether in regression model, the distracted variable or residual had normal distribution, as known that t and F tryout assumed that residual value followed normal distribution. If this assumption didn’t go as it was so tryout of statistics was not valid for some minor samples. The result of normality tryout with Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test the value of Asymp sig (2-tailed) was 0.910 > 0.05, so data distribution was categorized normal.
Result of Heteroskedasticity Tryout

At the result of output SPSS showed that all variables had sig value $\geq 0.05$ so regression model didn’t contain heteroskedasticity.

Bootstrapping Tryout

Bootstrapping was an approach which didn’t assume the form of variable distribution and could be applied at minor samples

In explaining the output of the script, some statements should be taken into account:

1. To notify how far the indirect influence of self-efficacy to burnout through stress, which was denoted from the value of indirect effect and significance using normal distribution, namely -0.3731.
2. To notify the significance of indirect influence which could be seen at Sig (two) of indirect effect and significance using normal distribution that was significance at 0.0059
3. To notify how far standard error bootstrapping that was indicated from i.e at bootstrap result for indirect effect that was 0.1113.
4. To calculate the value of $t$ calculation, the indirect influence of bootstrapping using formulation pattern: $t$ calculation = indirect effect value/ standard error bootstrapping.

\[
t = \frac{\text{indirect effect value}}{\text{standard error bootstrapping}}
\]

The explanation was that the indirect effect of self efficacy (X) to burnout through stress (M), the range of indirect influence was (-0.3731). The value of mediation coefficient (-0.3731) was significant at 0.0059 < 0.05. The conclusion was that mediation relation happened.

The result of bootstrapping gave estimated value of indirect effect of self efficacy to burnout through stress, standard error and the value of confidence level were 95% - 99%. So t value of indirect influence using bootstrapping occurred:

\[
t = \frac{-0.3731}{0.1113} = -3.352
\]

If $t$ calculation was found positive (+), so $t$ table also used positive value (+) or hypothesis acceptance was on right side. And if $t$ calculation was found negative (-), so $t$ table should be negative (-) or hypothesis acceptance was on left side. Based on the calculation above, it was seen that $t$ calculation had negative value (-) so $t$ table was also negative (-) or hypothesis acceptance was on left side. Based on bootstrapping tryout $t$ table was -2.000, which meant calculation value (-3.352) > $t$ table (-2.000).

DISCUSSION

Based on the result of the research done, it proved that self efficacy influenced significantly to stress. It meant that self efficacy influenced the emerging stress among kindergarten teachers. It’s like research from Hee-Sook Sim and Weon-Hee Moon (2015) that states. It proved that the hypothesis stated that there was significant influence of self efficacy to stress among kindergarten teachers was acceptable. Self efficacy of kindergarten teachers district was reflected from the belief based on duty handicap faced by them. Teachers having high self confidence felt sure that they could cover accademical duties with all they had. Those having high self belief were able to analyze level of duty handicap which one should be done and which one should be avoided. When the kindergarten teachers at Gunung pati district felt that their capability and competence were not strong enough to carry out the duties, they would easily suffer from stress at high level. The result of this research was in accordance to the research Pratiwi which indicated that there was correlation between self efficacy in writing final project and stress suffered by university students. Research on parenting was also revealed that parents who have good self efficacy would experience less stress [11].

The research result proved that stress had positive influence to burnout. It was indicated by value of $t$ calculation 12.77 > $t$ table 2.00. It showed that stress suffered by kindergarten teachers influenced the emerging of burnout they experienced. When they suffered from stress which impacted to cognitive, physiological, emotional, and behaviour disturbance so they felt they were powerless, hopeless in doing their duties. All duties they had were to be the heavy burden to carry. It was in accordance with the research done by [14] which indicated that stress influenced to burnout experienced by elementary teachers in Spain.

The research also showed that self efficacy influenced to burnout. It was indicated by the value of $t$ calculation -4.657 > $t$ table -2.00. It showed that self efficacy influenced to burnout experienced by kindergarten teachers. When they felt that they had less confidence to their competence they had, had less courage to accomplish their duties, they would easily suffer from burnout. The result of the research was apropriate with the research done by [8] which indicated that there was correlation between level of teachers’ self efficacy and level of their burnout at inclusive shool in Surabaya. The higher level of self efficacy teachers had the less they suffered from burnout.

The bootstrapping calculation showed that the value of $t$ calculation was (-3.352) > $t$ table (-2.000). It indicated that
based on bootstrapping test, stress became variable of correlation mediation of self efficacy and burnout. It showed that the self efficacy of kindergarten teachers at Gunung Pati district undirectly brought about burnout. The forms of burnout might be fatigue, depersonalization, degradation of self achievement relating to stress. Due to being lack of high self efficacy among kindergarten teachers seen from strength, level, and generality, the number of teachers suffering from stress increased significantly. It could be seen from their physical performance and their health, degradation of concentration, work and achievement disorder, depression, job withdrawal and degradation of interpersonal relation quality. If teachers had such kinds of turbulances, it would impact to burnout they experienced. The more level of stress they had the more increase burnout they had would be. The research result was in accordance with the research done by Schwarzer and Hallum, [10] which showed that stress could be relation mediation of self efficacy and burnout.

IV. CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

The conclusion of the research was that self efficacy was a dominant factor which influenced the degree of stress and burnout among kindergarten teachers. The higher self efficacy teachers had the lower stress they suffered and vice versa the the lower self efficacy teachers had, the higher level of stress and burnout they had. Stress was a factor forming low self efficacy to be burnout symptom.

Based on the research result, it was recommended the school strengthen teachers’ self efficacy by joining training, seminar, upgrading relating to how to manage teaching learning process so the teachers had broader knowledge and skill to overcome teaching learning handicap which potentially created stress and burnout.
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